**Namibia Today Sport**

### The Rock outshines Iron man

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDHOEK — Paulus ‘The Rock’ Ambunda, bantamweight WBO Africa champion comfortably retained his title for the second title defence after he defeated his challenger from South Africa, Klaus ‘Ironman’ Mbouyane on unanimous decision, last weekend.

The fight took place at the Windhoek Country Club Resort and Casino, the notorious slaughter house of foreign pugilists at the hands of Namibian boxers. Mbouyane was introduced first by the ring announcer as he entered the ring.

The Rock was accompanied by a myriad of his fans and devotees to the ring while his favourite song, “Stand Up for the Champion”, was just a cherry on the cake.

It was one of the toughest but exhilarating 12 round bouts in The Rock’s professional boxing career, as the Ironman could take punches as they came but was defeated.

**The Rock’s fans and sympathizers were the exciting boxing rounds won.**

The Rock won the 12 rounds bout with a unanimous decision as the three judges: Herman ‘Garius-Oah’, Hiskia Shigwedha and Patema Kandyengyo had 120-109; 119-109 and 119-109 on their scorecards respectively. Referee Thabo Spampool from South Africa officiated the fight.

The Rock has improved his record to 13 wins without defeat while he dented his challenger’s to 22 fights, 12 wins, 8 losses and two draws.

The Rock’s mentor-cum-manager and promoter, Neazor ‘Sunshine’ Tobias dreams high for his world champion in the making.

The WBA Africa bantamweight champion is currently ranked eighth in the world ranking. He is on the verge to become the top 10 and automatically becomes the mandatory challenger of the world title for his category.

“Tension and trepidation was mounting amongst ‘The Rock’s fans and sympathizers were the exciting boxing rounds won.‘ The Rock’s fans and sympathizers for his world champion in the making.
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